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ABSTRACT
Continuous monitoring of human’s breathing and heart rates is useful in maintaining better health and early detection of many health issues. Designing a technique that can enable contactless and ubiquitous vital sign monitoring is a challenging research problem. This paper presents mmVital, a system that uses 60 GHz millimeter wave (mmWave) signals for vital sign monitoring. We show that the mmWave signals can be directed to human’s body and the RSS of the reflections can be analyzed for accurate estimation of breathing and heart rates. We show how the directional beams of mmWave can be used to monitor multiple humans in an indoor space concurrently. mmVital relies on a novel human finding procedure where a human can be located within a room by reflection loss based object/human classification. We evaluate mmVital using a 60 GHz testbed in home and office environment and show that it provides the mean estimation error of 0.43 Bpm (breathing rate) and 2.15 bpm (heart rate). Also, it can locate the human subject with 98.4% accuracy within 100 ms of dwell time on reflection. We also demonstrate that mmVital is effective in monitoring multiple people in parallel and even behind the wall.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile computing systems and tools; • Applied computing → Health care information systems; • Hardware → Signal processing systems;
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1. INTRODUCTION
Monitoring vital signs such as breathing rate and heart rate can provide crucial insights in human’s well-being and can detect a wide range of medical problems. Continuous and ubiquitous monitoring of person’s vital signs is a challenging problem and the current solutions require the person to wear dedicated devices. Wearable devices such as wrist-worn heart rate monitors, chest straps for breathing rate detection are required to be connected to the human’s body at all times (even during sleep), making them a less convenient alternative. This has motivated the design of contactless solutions for vital sign monitoring where person’s smartphone or other nearby communication infrastructure (e.g. WiFi) can be leveraged for the purpose.

In the RF-based vital sign monitoring solutions proposed in [5, 18, 22, 24], WiFi signal reflected from the human body is used to estimate the breathing and heart rates. Although these papers have solved important challenges in designing contactless vital sign monitoring, they have many practical limitations. Due to the omnidirectional propagation commonly used in 2.4/5 GHz WiFi, signal can be reflected from multiple humans in an indoor space. This makes it difficult to distill the vital signs of multiple humans from the reflected signal. Due to this reason, the majority of the WiFi-based vital sign monitoring research assumes there is only a single human subject in the range of WiFi endpoints or if there are multiple humans in the range, their vital signs are sufficiently different from each other. However, in most practical scenarios, there are more than one humans in indoor spaces like homes, offices, hospitals and the vital signs of individuals can vary substantially in a short time. The WiFi signal can also reflect from many indoor objects, and complex signal processing is necessary to extract the human reflected signal in multi-path rich indoor environment. This makes it difficult to determine the tiny motion of heartbeats from the reflected signal and hence [5, 22, 24] are primarily limited to measuring only the breathing rate.

This paper investigates the use of 60 GHz millimeter-wave signal (mmWave) for ubiquitous and non-invasive vital sign monitoring. The 60 GHz mmWave frequency band provides over 7 GHz (57 - 64 GHz) of unlicensed spectrum. With development of IEEE 802.11ad [15], the mmWave band is shown to enable high-speed (up to 7 Gbps) indoor wireless local/personal area networks. Its suitability for applications such as point-to-point video streaming has resulted in rapid commercialization with development of WiFi+60 GHz wireless access points [2], smartphone chipsets etc. With this momentum, the 60 GHz mmWave is likely to be an omni-present technology of indoor WLANs/WPANs in homes and offices in the coming years. We demonstrate that the 60 GHz mmWave signal can provide highly accurate and reliable vital sign monitoring. Due to high attenuation loss of 60 GHz signal, directional beamforming is employed using phased array or horn antenna to concentrate the signal in one direction. We show that mmWave signals reflected off a human body can accurately represent minute chest motion necessary to estimate human’s breathing and heart rate. Due to the directional nature, the signal is not affected by any other motion outside the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) beams. Even more importantly, the directional beams reduce the signal footprint of monitor-
ing each human, which allows higher spatial reuse where multiple human subjects can be monitored in parallel within a room.

In this paper, we present mmVital, a comprehensive vital sign monitoring system using mmWave. mmVital can measure human’s breathing rate and heart rate in different positions (standing, sitting, sleeping etc.) without requiring any proactive actions from the human. It is robust to different distances and incident angles of the impinging signal as humans can change their locations anywhere in the room. mmVital solves multiple challenges towards building a practical monitoring system. With mmWave, it is necessary to perform Tx and Rx beamforming towards the human in order to reflect the signal off her body. To address this challenge, mmVital utilizes a human finding process where the indoor surrounding is profiled and monitored in terms of mmWave reflections. The human finding procedure results in accurate beamforming angles to point and reflect the signal from human. We identify the separation conditions that dictate how multiple humans can be monitored using mmWave and how mmVital can provide very high concurrency of monitoring compared to the omni-directional WiFi-based solutions. This feature can facilitate parallel monitoring of multiple patients on nearby beds in a hospital room or different family members in a home. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

1. We empirically demonstrate the feasibility of monitoring of breathing and heart rates using 60 GHz mmWave signals. We develop a state-of-the-art testbed and design mmVital, a vital sign monitoring system that utilizes RSS of the mmWave signal reflected from the human to provide accurate vital sign monitoring while being robust to different incident angles and distances.

2. A novel human finding technique is developed that can be used by mmVital to locate a user based on the reflection loss of human body. We develop a reflection loss based classification that can accurately and efficiently distinguish reflection from a human body or other objects (e.g. walls, chairs etc.).

3. We systematically study and empirically derive (angular and distance) separation necessary between humans for concurrently monitoring their vital signs. Additionally, we establish relationships between the necessary separation and the antenna beamwidth, and outline possible cases like blockage, multiple reflections etc.

4. We do an extensive evaluation of mmVital using our 60 GHz testbed with 7 participants in office and home environment. The mean estimation error across all participant is observed to be 0.43 breaths per minute (Bpm) and 2.15 beats per minute (bpm). The human finding procedure achieves object-human classification accuracy of 98.4% with 100 ms of dwell time on reflection changes. mmVital is also accurate in behind-the-wall breathing rate estimation with mean estimation error of 0.58 Bpm.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 provides the overview of mmVital and Section 4 discusses the breathing rate and heart rate estimation modules. Section 5 details the human finding procedure and Section 6 discusses the monitoring of multiple people. Section 7 provides the numerical results and we conclude in Section 8.

2. RELATED WORK

RF signal based contact-free solutions to vital sign monitoring have received increasing attention in recent years. The solutions use either 2.4/5 GHz band or 60 GHz band for sensing.

2.4/5 GHz based vital sign monitoring: The authors in [5] proposed to use WiFi RSS for respiratory monitoring. However, it requires the person to hold a device or stand in the line-of-sight path between TX and RX nodes for accurate monitoring. Liu et. al. [18] leveraged fine-grained Channel State Information (CSI) of WiFi to track vital signs. The primary focus of the work to measure the vital signs when a person is sleeping and the approach is applicable to monitoring single person in a controlled environment. Also, the proposed solution can only monitor multiple humans when their vital signs are sufficiently distinct. However, in practical scenarios, individual’s vital signs can vary substantially in a short time period. A similar work [24] studied a natural setting in the home with both LOS and NLOS cases to estimate a single person’s respiration rate using customized WiFi hardware. The work is limited to measuring breathing rate (not heart rate) and can only monitor multiple humans breathing rate when they are sufficiently different. A wireless sensor system using 802.15.4 devices was proposed to monitor vital signs in [22] which requires deployment of many sensor nodes/links for accurate monitoring of a single human. Adib et. al. [6] proposed to use Frequency Modulated Continuous Radio (FMCR) radar for breathing and heart rates estimation. The proposed work can monitor multiple human subjects in parallel. However, it utilizes a customized dedicated hardware with a large bandwidth of 1.8 GHz (between 5-7 GHz). In contrast, mmVital can reuse the IEEE 802.11ad commercial networking hardware for the purpose of vital sign monitoring. Although we use customized mmWave platform (due to the unavailability of off-the-shelf hardware), our techniques simply rely on RSS and can be easily implemented on low-cost future commercial 60 GHz WLAN devices.

mmWave sensing and networking: Previous works have also studied vital signs detection using mmWave signal in different frequencies, such as 228 GHz [23], 94 GHz [8, 19] and 60 GHz [9, 16]. The primary focus of these papers have been to demonstrate the feasibility of vital sign monitoring with mmWave. They assume simple controlled settings with one human subject at a close distance from the transmitter and receiver. In addition, [8] and [9] focused on the mmWave sensor and hardware/chip design for vital signs detection. In our work, we focus on solving practical challenges such as finding the human’s location in a room and realizing the true potential of directional beams by sensing multiple humans concurrently. mmVital is designed to be operational in realistic indoor environments like offices, homes etc. as shown in our evaluation. 60GHz millimeter wave sensing has been studied in literature for other applications like target tracking and activity monitoring [29]. In a recent work, [27] proposed high-precision tracking of objects (writing with pen) using mmWave beam scanning. The reflection characteristics of different objects for mmWave signals have been studied in [17]. Authors in [25] provides a link level measurement of blockage and reflection in an indoor environment, and our reflection measurements closely match their results due to similarity of 60 GHz transmitter and receiver system. 60 GHz communication has been studied for outdoor picocells [32] with its reflection and absorption characteristics, for wireless links in data center networks [31] and for WLANs with beamforming assisted via out-band 2.4/5 GHz WiFi [20] or via client sensors [28]. The reflection, blockage and beam-steering characteristics studied in these works are in agreement with our work.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

We now describe our 60 GHz communication platform, design goals, challenges and provide an overview of mmVital.

3.1 mmWave Communication Platform

mmVital is implemented using 60 GHz transmitter and receiver which use a mmWave development platform provided by Vubiq [21]. The mmWave platform provides a 60 GHz RF front-end and a waveguide module as shown in Fig. 1. On the transmitter side, we use a signal generator (Keysight EXG N5172B) that produces a 10 MHz baseband signal that is input to the Vubiq transmitter mod-
on the receiver side, the 60 GHz receiver module is connected to a spectrum analyzer (Keysight EXA N9010A) that allows us to analyze the received baseband signal. We calculate the Received Signal Strength (RSS) using the power spectral density distribution provided by the spectrum analyzer. The RSS values are available at an average of 62 samples per second in experiment setup, which is sufficient for monitoring breathing and heart rates. Due to the unavailability of any reconfigurable phased array, we use a horn antenna with 3-dB beamwidth of 12° (estimated first null beamwidth (FNBW) of 24°) and 24 dBi gain on the transmitter and receiver. A mechanical rotator is used to form the beams in different directions and scan the surroundings for reflections.

3.2 Design Goals and Challenges

To compensate for high attenuation loss, 60 GHz radios use directional antenna (e.g. horn antenna or phased array). The central objective of mmVital is to exploit the directional nature of mmWave communication to accurately measure human’s breathing and heart rates. The mmWave Tx directs its signal to the human body and the reflected signal is received by the Rx. In terms of design, mmVital should be able to exploit the directional nature of mmWave and measure the vital signs of multiple humans concurrently. mmVital should be non-invasive, which means that it should not require the human to perform any specific actions to monitor the vital signs. mmVital should also be ubiquitous where the monitoring can be performed anywhere within the reach of Tx and Rx. Additionally, the monitoring should be accurate even when human is sleeping, standing or sitting, and should be robust to different postures (front, back, right and left). Although the directional nature of 60 GHz communication reduces the inaccuracies introduced by other motions and indoor multi-paths, it also raises multiple challenges -

1.1 Because a human can be at different places compared to the Tx and Rx, it is necessary that the reflection-based monitoring is robust to different incident angles of signal onto the human body and different postures (front, back, left, right) of the body. We study the impact of incident angle and body postures on vital sign monitoring.

1.2 Before starting the vital signs monitoring, it is first required to find the human in the vicinity of Tx and Rx. Since various indoor objects (e.g. wall, metal cabinet etc.) reflect the mmWave signal, mmVital needs to distinguish the reflections from objects and humans. Although this can be accomplished by inspecting each reflection for heartbeats, the time overhead of such inspection with many possible reflections indoors can be very high. We develop an algorithm for human finding, where the Tx and Rx engage in an iterative scanning to profile indoor environment in terms of its current reflections, and inspect them to identify the reflection from human body.

1.3 With narrow beamwidths, it is possible to use multiple non-overlapping beams to monitor the vital signs of multiple humans in parallel. Relative position of multiple humans result in many complex reflection scenarios such as blockage of one human by the other or multiple reflections. We systematically classify various scenarios and study the angular and distance separation necessary for concurrent sensing.

3.3 System Overview

Various components of mmVital are shown in a block diagram in Fig. 2. At a high level, mmVital contains two subsystems - (i) Human finding subsystem and (ii) Vital sign monitoring subsystem. The goal of the former subsystem is to find the human in a room (or an indoor space) so that Tx can direct its signal towards the human and Rx can receive the reflection. For accomplishing this efficiently, mmVital utilizes an omni-sweep procedure that profiles the indoor environment in terms of its reflections and tracks any changes to it. When new reflections are detected, the reflection loss is evaluated to classify if they are from movable objects (e.g. chairs, laptops etc.) or a human. mmVital leverages the diversity in material permittivity to accurately identify human reflections. Once the Tx and Rx beamforming angles towards the human are determined, the second subsystem performs the vital sign monitoring. Here, the signal reflected by the human body are analyzed through RSS samples to estimate the vital signs. The RSS samples first undergo data denoising procedure where a sliding window-based moving average filter is applied to remove the high-frequency noise. Apart from that, we also apply a bandpass frequency filter with cutoff of 0.1-20 Hz in order to remove the impact of slow moving DC component as well as moderate to high frequency human movements [26] (e.g. shaking of body parts). The breathing rate and heart rate modules further apply their custom filters and peak detection algorithms (discussed in the next section) for estimation. We first provide the details of vital signs subsystem in the next section and defer to the discussion on human finding subsystem to Section 5.

4. MEASURING VITAL SIGNS

4.1 Breathing and Heart Rates

In order to estimate the breathing rate, we transform the filtered RSS data to frequency domain. We observe that the RSS signal is very sensitive to periodic movement of human breathing, which results in a peak (dominant frequency) in the frequency domain. The frequency of the peak represents the breathing rate at a coarse-grain. However, simply selecting the highest peak is not always accurate due to variations introduces by noise and motion. To achieve a better accuracy, we select the highest magnitude peak as well as the frequency of the two adjacent bins, and create a custom narrow band-pass filter. We apply the filter on the RSS data and perform an Inverse FFT (IFFT) to yield the filtered time-series data. We then use a simple peak detection algorithm for precisely counting
where $\omega$ is the angular frequency, $r_1$ and $r_2$ are the Fresnel’s reflection coefficients when the electric field is perpendicular and parallel to the incidence plane, respectively. The coefficients can be calculated as

$$r_\perp = \frac{\cos \gamma - \sqrt{e_2/e_1 - \sin^2 \gamma}}{\cos \gamma + \sqrt{e_2/e_1 - \sin^2 \gamma}},$$

$$r_\parallel = \frac{\epsilon_2 \cos \gamma - \sqrt{\epsilon_2 \epsilon_1 - \epsilon_2^2 \sin^2 \gamma}}{\epsilon_2 \cos \gamma + \sqrt{\epsilon_2 \epsilon_1 - \epsilon_2^2 \sin^2 \gamma}}.$$  

(3)

The reflection coefficient ($r$) can be used to estimate the power loss due to reflection (or power reflection coefficient) as $L_R = \frac{P_R}{P_i} = |r|^2$ where $P_O$ and $P_I$ are the values of reflected (after reflection) and incident (before reflection) power respectively.

We empirically evaluate the impact of incident angle on the reflection power loss as shown in Fig. 3b. In the experiments, the Tx and Rx move symmetrically on a circle of 3 meter radius. The human sits at the center of the circle, and both Tx and Rx point their horn antennas to the human. Since the $P_I$ in unknown, we first use an aluminum plate at each incident angle in the plane of the human and measure the received power. As an aluminum plate is regarded as a perfect reflector (reflection loss nearly 0 dB), and we use its received power as a reference for human measurements. Fig. 3c shows the reflection loss ($L_R$) for incident angles from 5° to 75°. It also compares the theoretical value of reflection loss calculated using Eq. 1 and 2 (perpendicular). For the calculations, three different values of human body/skin permittivity are considered based on previous works for Gandhi et al. [10], Gandhi et al. [11] and Hwang et al. [14]. These values are 7.89 – 10.90, 8.89 – 13.15 and 8.05 – 9.13 at 60 GHz, respectively [30]. We observe that our measurements are in agreement with permittivity models of [10] and [14]. Higher variations observed in the measurements are due to human’s breathing motion. Examples of the reflected RSS (raw and filtered) at different incident angles are shown in Fig. 3d. It can be seen that as the incident angle increases, the RSS samples becomes less and less noisy mostly due to decrease in the reflection loss. The main observation in Fig. 3d is that the reflected RSS is representative of the breathing motion at all incident angles. Hence, mmVital is robust to human changing location relative to Tx and Rx. Also, if mmVital is used to monitor humans when they do not change location (e.g. sleeping in bedroom or hospital bed), it is advisable to deploy the Tx and the Rx at larger incident angles to increase the estimation accuracy. We will evaluate the vital sign estimation accuracy for multiple human subjects with different incident angles in Section 7.

5. HUMAN FINDING

A major challenge in the design of mmVital is that it is required to determine where the human is before it can start monitoring her vital signs. In home, office or a similar indoor place where human can freely move from one place to another, mmVital should be able to find the human and point the transmitted signal towards her body. In this section, we introduce a human finding procedure that can be used to determine precise Tx and Rx angle to transmit the signal to human body and receive the reflection respectively. The challenge of human finding is further complicated by the fact that

![Figure 3: RSS of reflected signal, extracted breaths and heart beats, and impact of incident angle](image)
60 GHz signal is reflected by many different objects in an indoor environment. Such objects include walls, metal objects such as cupboards, monitors, microwave, trash-cans etc. In the presence of many possible reflections, it is difficult for the Tx and Rx to know which reflection is indeed coming from a human.

mmVital utilizes a novel approach to distinguish human from objects based on reflective loss as it is known to be different for different objects [17]. The permittivity dictates the amount of signal that penetrates the object and reflects from it. Apart from penetration and reflection, the signal is also absorbed by the objects and scattered from its surface. However, absorption and scattering effect are difficult to measure in our system. Instead, mmVital leverages the difference in reflection loss due to different permittivity to distinguish the objects from human.

In order to measure the reflection loss, it is first necessary to remove the effect of distance dependent path loss. Fig. 4a shows an example reflection event from an object. If the transmission power is $P_T$, transmit antenna gain is $G_T$, received power is $P_R$, and receiver antenna gain is $G_R$, the total loss $L = (P_T + G_T + G_R) - P_R$ is as follows

$$L = L_R(d_T) + L_P(d_R) + L_R(\epsilon_o)$$

where $L_R(\epsilon_o)$ is reflection loss from object with permittivity of $\epsilon_o$, $d_T$ and $d_R$ are the distances of the object from the Tx and Rx respectively. The reflection loss can be calculated as shown in Section 4.2. The path loss $L_P(D)$ at distance $d$ can be calculated using Friis model of free-space attenuation as

$$L_P(D) = 20 \log_{10}(\frac{4\pi D}{\lambda})$$

where $\lambda$ is the signal wavelength. The Tx and Rx have the knowledge of $P_T$ and $P_R$, and the distance between them ($d$). As shown in Fig. 4a, $d_T$ and $d_R$ can be calculated using the angle of transmission ($\alpha$) and reception ($\beta$) to derive $L_P(d_T)$ and $L_P(d_R)$. Using Eq. 4 and 5, they can calculate the reflection loss $L_R(\epsilon_o)$. The reflection loss can then be used to distinguish if the reflection is coming from a human or an object.

To evaluate the feasibility of object/human classification based on reflection loss, we test a variety of reflective objects and place them at one fixed location (fixed path loss) one by one. The observed RSS values for the objects and human are shown in Fig. 4b. We can observe that different objects and human, depending on their material permittivity, reflects different amount of signal. Hence, we use regression on the reflection loss to identify if it is from an object or a human. In our experiments, we observe that the human/object classification can be done using even a single RSS sample based on the reflection loss, making the human finding procedure very efficient. With the use of more RSS samples, the confidence of classification can be further improved since the RSS for human reflected signal varies more due to heartbeat and breathing motion compared to the objects.

Before the classification can be applied, mmVital is required to find the reflection profile of the indoor environment. The reflection profile can be found by a brute-force omni-directional sweeping of Tx and Rx beams. The procedure is formally described in Algorithm 1. For each Rx angle (in steps from 0° to 360°), the Tx scans the entire 360° to determine all reflections. Note that although the omni-sweep procedure is brute-force, it can be completed in a short time with digital beamforming where beam switching can be performed at much smaller time scales. Also, the procedure is only required to be performed when human’s vital signs can no longer be monitored and human finding procedure has to be initiated. Also, both Tx and Rx can use discrete steps for angle increment for generating non-overlapped beams (similar to sectors in 802.11ad) to reduce the time complexity.

To demonstrate the omni-sweep procedure, we use our testbed to build the reflection profile of a room. Due to our horn antenna 3-dB beamwidth of 12°, the Rx scans all directions in increments of 12°. For each Rx angle, the Tx scans the entire 360° with continuous rotation. The reflection profile in the absence of any human is shown in Fig. 4c. As we can see, a typical room has many different reflections from wall and other objects. In mmVital, the profile
can be built in the absence of a human and then only the changes in reflections need to be monitored to find human. Note that a change in reflection can occur due to the presence of a human (increase if new reflection and possible decrease if existing reflection blocked) as well as movement of any existing object (e.g. moving a chair or laptop). Fig. 4d shows the reflection profile with a human and a laptop (with metal enclosure) in the room. Both laptop and human reflect the signal, which can be tagged as the change in the reflections. As in Algorithm 1, each change in reflection is inspected using the reflection-loss based classifier to identify if the change is due to a human or an object. As we observe from Fig. 4d, in some cases, the existing reflections exhibit minor difference in RSS at different times. This can be due to the changes in object temperature. In order to ignore such minor variations, we utilize a RSS variation tolerance threshold ($\kappa$). Whenever a change in RSS is within the threshold, mmVital does not consider the reflection for object-human classification. Lastly, for the changed reflections, the Tx and Rx angles are used to determine the path loss, and calculate the reflection loss as Eq. 4. This reflection loss is input to the object-human classifier, and if the reflection loss is classified as “human”, the Tx and Rx angles of the reflections are used to start monitoring the human for her vital signs.

6. MONITORING MULTIPLE HUMANS

Due to the directional nature of 60 GHz communication, it can monitor multiple humans in a room concurrently. Monitoring multiple humans is useful in many practical scenarios. For example, more than one family members in a house or multiple patients in hospital room can be monitored in parallel using the same mmWave Tx-Rx pair. In this section, we first systematically categorize various scenarios of monitoring multiple people with mmWave and then study how much separation between humans is necessary to sense their vital signs in parallel.

6.1 Single and Multi-Beam Sensing

The cases of monitoring multiple humans can be classified as follows (refer to Fig. 5a):

1) Single-Beam Sensing: In single-beam sensing, two (or more) humans are monitored with the use of only one pair of fixed Tx and Rx beams without any switching of beam direction. These cases can be further classified in two classes -

a) Blockage where one human blocks the other human completely, allowing only one human to be monitored at a time.

b) Multiple reflections where mmWave signal is reflected partially from both the humans. With multiple reflections, it is possible to sense the vital signs both of the humans if they have distinct heart and breathing rates. Most of the current 2.4/5 GHz RF-based vital sign monitoring research [5, 18, 24] assume such distinct vital signs of users for all users within the omni-directional range of the

![Figure 5: (a) Relative position of humans compared to Tx and Rx gives rise to three cases - blockage, multiple reflections and multi-beam sensing (b) Angular separation between two humans can be calculated as $\min(\delta_T, \delta_R)$](image)

2) Multi-Beam Sensing: When there is a second human outside the Tx and Rx beams of the first human being monitored, both of them can be monitored by switching the beams between the two at a fast rate (using digital beamforming in nanoseconds). We refer to such cases as multibeam monitoring (Fig. 5a), where multiple non-interfering beams are used by the Tx and Rx to monitor people outside the beams of each other.

6.2 Human Separation

We now study the separation necessary between two humans for all cases of single and multi-beam sensing. In order to characterize the spatial reuse (from sensing perspective) in the area of interest, we identify two types of separation - angular and distance. As shown in Fig. 5b, let $\delta_T$ denote the angle between the straight lines connecting Tx to human A and human B. Similarly, let $\delta_R$ denote the angle between the straight lines connecting Rx to human A and human B. The angular separation ($\delta_{\text{min}}$) is defined as $\min(\delta_T, \delta_R)$. The distance separation ($s$) is simply calculated as the Euclidean distance between human A and human B.

6.2.1 Angular Separation

We now empirically derive a relationship between the minimum required angular separation and the antenna beamwidth. In our experiment setup (Fig. 6), one human (A) stands in the center with Tx and Rx pointing their beam to her. Another human (B) changes her position from $L_1$ to $L_4$ and $R_1$ to $R_4$ to vary the angular separation from $5^\circ$ to $13^\circ$. Recall that in our testbed, the FNBW $\phi$ $\approx$ $24^\circ$ and 3-dB beamwidth $\theta$ $= 12^\circ$.

![Figure 6: Experiment setup used for evaluating the impact of angular separation](image)
in three different rooms for verification.

Figs. 7 show normalized FFT of the received RSS for the 10 cases. We choose locations $L_1$ and $R_1$ to emulate blockage scenarios where either signal is blocked by Human A before it reaches Human B ($L_1$) or signal reflection from Human B ($R_1$) is blocked by Human A before it reaches the receiver. We observe from Fig. 7a that for Locations $L_1$ and $R_1$ of Human B, only Human A’s breathing can be detected from the reflected RSS.

For locations $L_2$, $L_3$, $R_2$, and $R_3$, the transmitted signal is reflected from both Humans A and B (multiple reflections). This can be seen as FFT peaks around 0.23-0.45 Hz (Human B) and 0.13-0.18 Hz (Human A) in Fig. 7b. It shows that vital signs of both humans can be calculated by applying appropriate frequency bandpass filters.

At locations $L_4$, $R_4$, $T_1$, and $B_1$, no breathing of Human B is detected in Fig. 7c, indicating that Human B is outside the Tx and Rx beams being used for human A. For these cases, both A and B can be monitored by switching the beams between them in time.

The following relationship between the angular separation and the beamwidth is observed from the above experiments. It is also schematically shown in Fig. 8.

1. **Blockage**: when the angular separation between two humans is less than half the 3dB beamwidth of antenna ($\alpha < \frac{\theta_{\text{FNBW}}}{2}$), one human is likely to block the signal from impinging the other human.

2. **Multiple reflections**: when the angular separation between two humans is $\frac{\theta_{\text{FNBW}}}{2} \leq \delta_{\text{min}} \leq \frac{\theta_{\text{FNBW}}}{2}$, both humans can be monitored in parallel as long as their breathing/heart rates are different.

3. **Multi-beam sensing**: when $\delta_{\text{min}} > \frac{\theta_{\text{FNBW}}}{2}$, both humans can be monitored by switching the beams between the two at a fast rate.

6.2.2 Distance Separation

The angular separation is essential to understand the conditions that dictate single and multi-beam sensing cases. However, it does not provide sufficient insight in how much physical distance is required between two humans for parallel sensing. In this section, we study distance separation and derive its relationship with beamwidth and relative positioning of Tx, Rx and human subjects.

Fig. 9 shows an example setup where the Tx and Rx pair is monitoring a human at location O. Let $\alpha = \angle OAB$ and $\beta = \angle OBA$ indicate the Tx and Rx beam directions respectively. We assume that Tx is located at Point $A\left(-d/2, 0\right)$ and Rx is located at Point $B\left(d/2, 0\right)$ where $d$ is the distance between Tx and Rx. We can observe from Fig. 6 that another human can be at four nearest locations (points $C(x_C, y_C)$, $D(x_D, y_D)$, $E(x_E, y_E)$ and $F(x_F, y_F)$ in Fig. 9) for multi-beam sensing. Here, we primarily focus on multi-beam sensing cases as it is more practical compared to multi-reflection cases which occur in relatively smaller area and also require the users’ vital signs to be different. We define the distance separation ($s$) to be the minimum of the four distances $OC$, $OD$, $OE$ and $OF$. The distance $s$ indicates the best-case of minimum separation necessary between the two humans. It is dependent on $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\phi$ (FNBW), and can occur in any direction from the human at location O.

The four distances $OC$, $OD$, $OE$ and $OF$ can be calculated by deriving the coordinates of the points in the 2-D Euclidean space. Note that we assume $\theta = \frac{\phi}{2}$ because the 3 dB beamwidth can be approximated as half of FNBW in most mmWave horn antennas. Using these, X and Y coordinates of point O (when $\theta < \alpha$, $\theta < \beta$) can be calculated as

$$x_O = -\frac{d}{2} + \frac{d \cos \alpha \sin \beta}{\sin(\alpha + \beta)}, \quad y_O = \frac{d \sin \alpha \sin \beta}{\sin(\alpha + \beta)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

The complete derivation of the coordinates of points and four distances can be found in [4]. We use them to calculate the best-case distance separation ($s^*$).

In the experiment setup of Fig. 6, we also evaluate two additional locations ($T_3$ and $B_1$) for human B. As we observe from Fig. 7c, we observe that presence of human B is not detected in the FFT which means that it has a sufficient distance separation from human A to allow multi-beam sensing. We also evaluate the best-case distance separation for all points in a room of $10m \times 10m$ and
the results are shown in Fig. 10. We find that for majority of locations within the room, the value of $s^*$ is relatively small (median = 1.67 meters) which indicates that mmVital in our testbed setup can monitor multiple humans even when they are relatively close to each other.

7. EVALUATION

We perform an extensive evaluation of mmVital in two different indoor scenarios as shown in Fig. 11. First room is a laboratory room (size: $6m \times 9m$) in a university building with objects such as cubicle partitions, white boards, metal cupboard, computers etc. The second room is an apartment bedroom of size $4.5m \times 6m$ with a bed in the center and other furniture on the sides. Fig. 11 shows the positions of Tx and Rx. We enroll 7 participants over a period of two weeks to monitor their vital signs. Out of the 7 subjects, 6 subjects had a Body Mass Index (BMI) of 19-25 kg/m$^2$ and one subject (Subject #6) had the BMI of 29 kg/m$^2$. The BMI is correlated with breathing rate and other cardiovascular parameters [1]. The ground truth is established using a finger pulse oximeter [3] (for heart rate) and Neulog chest-strap respiration monitor [13].

7.1 Accuracy of Vital Sign Monitoring

7.1.1 Breathing and Heart Rate Estimation Accuracy

For evaluating the breathing and heart rates of participants, we use three different incident angles in the university room. Figs. 12a and 12b show the mean estimation error with (95% confidence intervals) for breathing rate (Bpm) and heart rate (bpm) for the 7 participants at 3 different incident angles (70°, 50°, 30°). The accuracy is calculated for 3 experiment runs of 10 minutes for each of the participants. For the incident angle of 70°, the mean estimation error in breathing rate and heart rate estimation is less than 0.5 Bpm and 2.5 bpm respectively for all 7 participants. This shows that 60 GHz vital sign monitoring can provide highly reliable estimate of breathing and heart rates. The estimation error increases with the decrease in the incident angles, which proves the relationship between the reflection loss and incident angle discussed in Section 4.2. At higher incident angles, the reflection loss decreases as well as the reflected RSS is observed to be less noisy. Both these factors increase the vital sign estimation accuracy. We observe that the breathing and heart rate estimation errors are slightly higher for Subject #6 which is likely due to higher BMI. Since these experiments were performed with the participants either standing or sitting, the estimation error is likely to be even lower when the they are sleeping on bed as breathing rate is substantially more stable when human is sleeping.

7.1.2 Robustness to Distance and Posture

We also evaluate the impact of human’s distance from Tx and Rx on the observed RSS and the accuracy of vital sign monitoring. The estimation accuracy is defined as the difference between the ground truth and the estimated vital sign divided by the ground truth. We fix the incident angle to be 45° and the location of the human subject, while moving the Tx and Rx away from the human in steps of 1 meter. We evaluate the RSS and breathing rate estimation accuracy while varying the Tx-human (and Rx-human) distance from 1 meter to 10 meters. Fig. 12c shows RSS loss and breathing rate estimation accuracy for varying distance. Note that distance in Fig. 12c indicates the Tx to human (or human to Rx) distance, so the total signal propagation distance (Tx to human and human to Rx) is actually double. As expected, the RSS loss increases and estimation accuracy decreases with increase in distance. The confidence intervals on RSS loss indicates that sufficient variations in the signal is observed even at a larger distances (upto Tx-human distance of 8 meters). Recall that this signal variation is useful in finding the human and distinguishing its reflection from other objects (Section 5). For distances lower than 8 meters, the mean breathing rate estimation error is less than 0.42 Bpm (mean accuracy is 98.8%), and beyond 8 meters the mean estimation error drops close to 1.07 Bpm, (mean accuracy is 97%). This shows vital sign estimation of mmVital is robust to distances common in rooms of typical indoor spaces like offices and homes.

Since the signal can impinge anywhere on the human body depending on the human’s orientation relative to the Tx and Rx, we evaluate the impact of human’s facing direction (or posture) on breathing and heart rate estimation accuracy. In this experiment, 5 participants are asked to sleep on the bed in the apartment bedroom (Fig. 11b) for 3 minutes (repeated 10 times) in four different postures - sleeping back (Front), sleeping on stomach (Back), facing left (Left) or facing right (Right). The results of breathing rate and heart rate estimation accuracy are shown in Fig. 12d. We observe that highest breathing rate estimation accuracy is observed for the front posture in which the signal directly strikes and reflects from human’s chest area which exhibits the maximum breathing motion. However, for the other three postures also breathing rate estimation accuracy remains close to 98%. In terms of heart rate estimation, front posture also provides highest accuracy, followed by the back posture. In both front and back postures, reflected signal better captures the heart beat motion compared to left and right postures. When the human is facing right, her heart is towards the incoming signal from the Tx compared to when she is facing left, resulting in a better heart rate estimation accuracy for the right posture. In all cases, we observe that mmVital achieves high vital sign monitoring accuracy even when human is in different postures.

7.1.3 Behind the Wall Estimation

The breathing rate estimation accuracy is evaluated for behind-the-wall case shown in Fig. 11a. Here, a human stands on the other side of the wall from the Tx-Rx pair. Because penetration loss and reflection loss change depending on the incident angle, two incident angles (10°, 20°) are evaluated. The mean estimation error of breathing rate is observed to be 0.58 Bpm and 0.93 Bpm for 10° and 20°, respectively. In contrast to line-of-sight cases, increase in incident angle increases the estimation error in behind-the-wall
cases. This is because at higher incident angles, more signal is reflected and lesser signal penetrates through the wall to strike human body. The RSS reflected also undergoes the same phenomenon and the received RSS carries a weaker signature of breathing motion. It is worth noting that if the application does not require behind-the-wall monitoring, the transmission power can be reduced or larger incident angles can be used (more reflection, less penetration) to contain the 60 GHz signal within the room.

7.2 Reflection Loss based Human Finding

The human finding procedure described in Algorithm 1 is evaluated in the laboratory room scenario. We create 20 different scenarios where 8 objects (laptop, metal utensil, plastic trash can, metal trash can, empty 5 gal. water bottle, chair, wooden board, partition board) and a human subject are randomly relocated inside the room. Similarly, Tx and Rx are also moved to randomly chosen points in the room. The movement of objects, human and Tx-Rx ensures that a wide variety of distances and incident angles are evaluated for moving as well as non-moving objects (walls, tables etc.). For each of the 20 the scenarios, we find the reflection profile to determine the reflection from moved objects and the human. The reflection loss based classification is then applied to the RSS values of changed reflections as described in Section 5. The results of the classification are presented in Fig. 13a. We vary the time interval for which RSS samples are collected (dwell time) at each angle before performing the classification. It can be observed that as the dwell time increases, the accuracy of human-object classification increases. A reflection is from a human or an object can be determined with average accuracy of 96.2% only with one RSS sample (available after 16 ms). With 100 ms of dwell time, the accuracy increases to 98.4% with false positive rate of < 2%. This means that the human finding procedure is highly robust to environment changes and can accurately determine the Tx and Rx angles for monitoring.

7.3 Monitoring Vital Signs of Multiple People

To evaluate the accuracy of vital sign estimation for multiple people using mmVital, we carefully design an experiment as shown in Figs. 13b and 13c. In this setup, we choose a rectangular area of $6m \times 2.5m$ in which human subject A stands at the center of the rectangle. The Tx and Rx point their antenna beams towards human A. We then ask human B to stand at different $0.5m \times 0.5m$ square blocks within the rectangle. In order to create and detect all of scenarios we proposed in Section 6, we ask both the subjects to intentionally breathe at different rates. For each position of human B, we estimate the breathing rate of human A. Fig. 13b shows a heat map where the color of each square block indicates human A’s mean estimated breathing rate error when human B is standing in the square. Note that human A’s location remains unchanged during the experiment.

In Fig. 5a, the signal transmitted towards or reflected from human A is affected by the presence of human B at different positions, resulting in (1) blockage, (2) multiple reflections and (3) multi-beam sensing cases as discussed in Section 6. For the case that human B is between Tx and human A (the black blocks), the transmitted signal does not reach human A, resulting in blockage of human A. When human B is close to human A, transmitted signal does not reach human A, resulting in blockage of human A. In Fig. 13b shows a heat map where the color of each square block indicates human A’s mean estimated breathing rate error when human B is standing in the square. Note that human A’s location remains unchanged during the experiment.
beams to future work.

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented mmVital, a vital sign monitoring system utilizing mmWave signal reflected from human body. mmVital is shown to be accurate in monitoring breathing and heart rates. We also proposed a novel human finding procedure that can locate human body before vital sign monitoring using reflection loss characteristics. We evaluated mmVital using state-of-the-art 60 GHz testbed and 7 participants, and showed that it can provide accurate and robust (to incident angles and distances) vital sign monitoring. mmVital is also shown to be effective in monitoring multiple people in parallel as well as behind the wall subjects. In our ongoing research, we are exploring human movement tracking through mmWave and other smart home applications.
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